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ABS'l'RACT 
sis cf the extinction of a conditicned tast~ av~rsion . 
stuo.y was u:nde:r·t:akt~n bec;;;:u3e little- if.; known about the ., . e .... :un-· 
~1ation of these p~~parcd respm1ees. 
formation of as ~ocl a tionn between Ep~oif!c stl~uliJ (2) th~ 
on 
~11 neu t ~~J stimuli being 
uli are repeatedly palred. Un:pr$pa:f~d learning ii!! ·theught 
t• ·reflect trial and error lea.ming where •. $ prepared le~rn-
.ing phenomena seem to suggest the presence of special mem-
ory mechanisms that facilitate the acquisition of adaptative 
responses to important · events ln the orga.~ismG .6nvironment 
e.g~ associating gustatory 
The subjects for this 
cues with stomach 'ro.alai.se. 
I 
"l 
Ii • 
study were 72 mal-e albino rats. 
Eighteen rats were assigned as control subjects and did not 
~cquire the cond~tioned taste aversion. The remaining 54 . 
rats were subdivided into groups of 18 an.d .were a.ll made ill 
I 
• • 1 
after consuming saccharine, a novel food. .Each of ··ther.:Hs 
... • - J ~ 
four groups of 18 rats were further subdivided into 'tl}ree 
subgroups a1.nd received either J., 5 or 10 sensitization t!'ials 
(controls) or extinction trial~ (experim~ntal subj~ots). One 
group of experimental rats (N=l8) -~fter being subdivfd~d into 
• 
the three subgroups (n=6) rec-!ivod "!ithor 1, 5 or 10 :torced 
cn .. -pooures 'to the saccharine. A secf.md g~GUP. tti" 18 rats after. 
subdivision received 1, 5 or 10 injectiono of LiCJ .. , t:he ill•,. 
nesA inducing agent. The final 18 rate wor~ an illness reten-
. . 
tion group. The three, subgrou.p~ of six r;1..ts each were me.rely 
tested for saccharine aversion after 1. 10 ¢r. -20 dayg ~ 
The effect of the extinction rma.11lpuJ.,¥,tim1 was me~.sur~d 
The r0sults show that forced 
saccharin~ c0n~wn~d hy the groups tr~at~d by this urocedurc 
< 
described above ·might contrib~'te to ·the formation of cogni-
tions which are inccnsi'stent with those formed during the 
acquisition phase: That is, · the illness that was ascribed 
. to the saccharine in the acquisition phase is, during the 
t~st phase no longer so ascribed because cf the non-saccha-
rine related illness of the extinction period .. This cogni-
/ 
tion would expedite recovery when the saccharine is later 
presented with no subsequent illness as is t.\~ case in the 
test phase. ~hi~ latter result was not expected based on 
the sensi tiz.~tion data from :the unprepared el:ea of learning. 
Mz-.n;,r :i.ndi.vld.u.als h;...ve coat:clbut0el to the pr.ogress of 
rt.nd. helpful 
all along tho w~y. Th~nks is due to Stev~ too for h\s ca~~-
ful J.ra:ft of th:i.3 
work, 
~nor~oue ~nd ecs~ntlal to this 
.. 
His attention to d~t.all has elimi.n.1ted many shortcomings 
in cla.ri ty" Wh.er~ confu .sion 1. . e1naln.s l t i~ not due to a 
lack of eff~rt on his part. As import~nt as N&lson's 
I 
skills h.-.ve be·::m to the completion of -this program, hl s 
patience a:nd. friendship have be&n of eyen g:r:-eater v_a.lue 
to me especi~lly in th!! ~arly dayrs of my t~11ure as a 
graduate stud.ent. 
My wife:• Lynne, h~s been sc, sup:por·t-ive of my e'ffpr-ts; 
and so gi-.rlng of h.erm~,1f ovi:.•;r the peri od of my work that 
She and I knowr howev-er·, that thiz im ~noth~r product of 
our labor. 
Finally r many of the lntangibles that :4'1spire .aome,one 
to achieve at this level are probably attributed to one's 
long ago that i~1flu<?nce my life today. 
is no subf3t5.tu.to 
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I?iiiRODUCTION 
Behavior·ists h~ve generally ~.ccer,-t:ed the conclusion 
mer.d;s and :f'orm ~ssoci~ticns b~i;ween any· ae-'i; of contiguous 
trad:i.tion ::wm~ inve1.:it-tgators ( G~.rcd.::it f Kim'3J.dorf and Hunt, 
1961) h~.ve reported x·eFJults , th@.t ch.c:.llcmge the Yiew that 
suggest that th _!! rat brings to some learrd.rlg task speci~s 
specific response tandenci t~s which ,,nha.:nc0 the likelihood 
estat-lisht:d. be.t:we~n stimulus events., Then~ respc1-nse ten-
dencies are believed to reflect a biological ad~ptabiiity 
t;o th~ rn,itu:r·a.1 · environment and car.. be elicJ .ted from every 
Although specie;s speo:Lfl.c re!:;ponse t.endencies have, 
only recently bean or i~terest to psychologists, they are 
decad~s. An npproxi!lti"'\i':ion to spe-e5.fic rc1:aponse tendencies 
has b~en described in '.rhorndike ' s Law of Readiness ( 19 32 } 
and has bet':!n in-terpx•eted by Hilgard ~.nd Bower ( 1966) to 
Recen·tly, S~J.ig.m2.n and Hager (1972) developed an organ-
iza.tional fieheme that defines the nec<rnsary conditions for-
speciflc associlil."Cio11s to be est8.blhshed when all. possible 
:..ssociatio ns seem equally llkely. Three learning types hav~ 
resulted from ·thio crganiza·tion ~.nd a1~e deflned in ·terms of 
the orga.rd.i1.ms preparedness to form specific r&lationships 
b~twetm stimuli~ Selig,:1si.n and Hag~r 'tJ. ~ff(.)rts to define t{<':nr-
eral .learning forms h:i!.s diminished the conc~eptttal difference:::. 
in learning h~ld ·oy trt1..di tional boh~Yio:r.ists and ~thologists .. 
One form r;f le~ lrning describ~d by Seligman and Hager 
( 1972 ) ~ ur1prepared...""loss le~rning~ ha.s been ,,f prim;.ry interest: 
. . 
. ·t 
bondse gra.dual change 
in the respons~ topogr:iq:,b.y tha:t; vJ1.p:r.~plit.r.ed l~arning studies 
are untaint~d by speci~s speci:f5.~ r·esponse patterns~ His ... 
torically, l~bcratory p~ychologists have bt-i~n motivated to 
or.el6.te learning par&digms th~.t are .fr~~ f'rorr: environmental 
I 
influences ;lust ~s the develcpmen-t:al &')_}eoinlist seek. culture 
free teats 1A11d I~bbinghaus $Ought ;i -rsrbal t~sk independent 
of previous ~;u3soci~.;d;lonz. When. laborator·y psychologi~ts wer~ 
u.r.Lexpe-ctedl~r "'~onfronttt!d w·i th speci~s illpeci:fic responuea they 
possible. 
The atu1y of tmpr~:pared l~e.rni:n.g hil8 r :ln :fact~ f:Bi;abl:lab.-
ed num~rtHJf:1 laws of l~arning (Kj.mhlef 1961) ~ In fact. i·t has 
\ 
been such al. us~ful paradigm fer inYestigating the gradual 
A¥ v ... 5. t as ·l;he model for acquiring new and · a.d:apt~tn.ve 
When org~nisma forr:. Bl~•c.d:fic a!U:!OClQ:tim1s between stim-
ulus events, when &.l~ .]MJ~~ible ,-~~ta tions _ appear equall.;y 
likely, the. org,niiam ig m::.id to be- displaying prepared 
le:arn.ing. Th~.t is, sp'°'ci:f'ic rsspo~oes si.re lt1arned and are 
e\roked by only a subset of all possi.ble condi tiona.l stimuli Q 
G-a.):•c:;.a. _!tt ~}..:. ( 1961) have illustr·a:'ced this phenomenon by 
r:howing that rats u..ssooia:te gastroin-'cest~r1al illness with 
novel t~ote crn.ee only. Extroceptive stimuli, both visual 
a.'1d audl tory, ar..d familiar gusta·cory stimuli did not become 
i?.ssocla ted w:1.tb the illr1ess even though these stimuli were 
mo:c/S temporally contigu1";)U.S wi'th the stoma.ch ma.laJ.se. It is 
intt~resting to ;.1.ot~ that Garcia used x-raci.iation to lnduce 
the illner-Hi.; f'ood items were not poisonous~ None-the-less s 
the rat~ :a~sooi~:l;ed -th~ malaise with. the novel food and it 
4 
./M . 
f'ic defensi-.;;-~ r.~ao-tion:.; (S.;;~~i , ar-e thought to have 
the development of specialized sen2ory ~.nd receptor or.gane.e 
This parallel. development; has been succinctly illustrated 
by Lettvin: Matu:rana, Pi·tts and McCullock (1959) who have 
described s.peci.alirM~d cells ir ... ·ch~ i;e·tilta o·f' the frog (Rana 
I 
dtd;ect conve-x edgeB of various insecta only . Seligma11 ( 1970) 
reasons that ep"l:~cific respcnse rendencies , like specialized 
senr.wry mechanism~, - tend i;o emh~nce the. survival of the 
Contrapre:pared. learn.ing reifers to S~ligmi:n' s thi??d dis-
s.i.tion . pha~fl with learning occurring only after an ino:rdi•-
na te numb~r of trials i:.• at all. Conceptually, contra pre-
a r a cco on to depor:;it two tok!;:<H:1' i.n a c~nta:lner f or fo.<11d 
' '!f'J!I'·,: 
reinforoeme:rd; ( illusl1fitr.:5~:J;g't~~- thb•tyouthful cbs~r1~r !is-
. 
cal responsibility ) .. ~?Fi.:n;. -to ·tntt;.t:'r repor·t;ed failure t ·o 
tea.ch this responst; , "th.~ ·Brell:l.n:d-s .. ,.-}_!ad no difficulty condi-
t ioning the subject ~;o d~posit a sirtgle token , th.us they 
returned to this earl:t.er phase to furth<!r establish the 
simpler response~ Th~y 1 .. eported, howev-er,. that cverlearn_-
ing the first response did not facilitate the acquisition 
of the second ·t-;wo-tok~n phase_, Thi!! l."accoon p~rsisted in 
his misbehav-ior seemlngly obJ.hriou~J to ·the concept c;f pmsi-
tive trans:ft:!re The Br:!:'laa"'°Ads reasoned. that the :patt~rn of 
peraerva ti ve h,,haYiors e-xhlbi ted by -t:he rEt.ocoon. oonzisting 
of preconsumm.ato:r·y responses speoif:i.c to its specie~ was 
so prepared that in the :presenc.:~ of th.e conatderabls ·stim-
ulus excitation produced by the two f',:iod~-re:tat~d ·tokens, 
the prepared respons~ was unavoidably emi tt6d. 
I - f .,,,,, hn· h · t~b -i_·m-n an i-i.naJ.ogou.s . ae1.1:.i.onl' p o ... :..c .11.Hll&"'ls ::rea e~ y 
plosion the:r.-a.py with a ::l:'ull array of :lmagine.l cues r~po tt 
ri3lie:z' ( SeligmeJ.'lr 19'?2). The apper-;.z-a,nc~ of diminished fear 
f)f thf: imaginal phobi.t; ot,jects( s} may ocour because cogni-
improved wJum the: fear is me&.eu:ced ~y stan.dar·d clinical. in..,. 
6 
ventories Fea.r The.rmometers 
.•_'!:gl 
m:lsleadin.g. 1rhe clhm.t t s verbal rlport is dtscrepant with 
the results based on -th(!-r:;e inve:nto.~ies (Lang & Lazov:i.k So 
196Jr Lang, 1968 i MilJ.er & Na.was • 1969 ). Ve:r-bal reports 
reflect the client ~ s !'."eal experiences wI th 1;he phobic-rela-
ted conditic,r.o~. stlmu.li~ The disCl"epancy suggests that when 
th6 cue.s · e.re i.maginal the cli~nt iB a·o1,, to 111ake a."'l unpre-
parad or ev'!.Fu a cc,ntra .prepar~d response anc. .:temain in ·th~-
phobie subject ia confro:nteo. with -the r~al phobic obj~ ot a 
prepared response ap:pe-ars iner~i'tabl1~ e The ori tical factor 
may be the ~xteint to which th~ client is st:1.mulat~d by the 
different fca:r.• induc.irLg cues,., 
~ 
Rece:n:t; analyse:!S of prepared l~a.rning ·1xndt-;:rsoorf!! tha 
cc,ne;lu.sion. fll"':CiYt:d a:t by the Brelands " •• , -that the beha""vior 
~volu:tiona..r~r and eoologicaJ. :rd.che. it {Breland & Breland~ 
that beha\.,ior?..1 re:perto5.rea are id.ei11tinaJ. ex.cept for differ-
t$t,ces in tho :manner ln which org"t\nic::ms con.tact and act upon. 
'l 
their environment. This lQ.tter ~ontel\ticn espoused by Skin-
·. _. r . . 
ner, one of the fore~~~'f ~~oltes i;;~~~- the behaviorists• tr~-
dition, r;kinn~r i~ Koch (ed.), 195..?J and oth~rs who share 
his view of ethological influences on learning grant only 
" ••• that hormones, genetic determinants ••• and the like are 
••• determina."'lts of parameter values ~nly,. " ~stes in Koch 
(ed.), 1959_]. 
The remainder of this introduction trill more fully de-
velop the recent body of evidence reflecting on the .signi-
fies.nee of prepared learning, the factors that have been 
hypothesized to account for this phenomenon and will examine 
. .. 
·the ethological-learning and general proc 'ess learning posi-
tion to determine if those learning forms vary in sif}li:f'i-
cant ways or merely parametrically. 
Place Versus Taste Cues 
Since the original p:.1.pe:r. by Gai·ci~. e-'i:; al., ( ~961). 'there 
n. ~.s b • • • .a.. t . " ' .. . +h 1 • -L• een an ~nc:rensing :in 11eres 1.::i it1.e ..:..•:?a.rning-e ... .1.o_ogicaJ. 
model. Garcia 2.nd Koelling (1967) investigating the acqui-
E;i tion of' taste avernion found tha:i gustatory stimuli. ( l gm/ . 
1:5.ter t1accharine L1 water)paired wi:ch x-radi~tion o~ Lith-
. . 
to a unique se-t o:r. pla<;e c;'!.l&S w2 t1 established in this study. 
"bright-noisy" wa·ter~ Whan, upon ~irJti11g , the rat acti-
vated an eleo'l;ric circuit, an incarldeacent lamp (fiv~ watts} 
flashed and a clicking relay was repe!-atedly closed. These 
potential C3' s did 110-t b~H;ome nve:rs~ve :'Lnspi te o:f the fact 
that x-radiation and LiCl are powerfi~l illne ss inducing a-
gents. Rats shocked while drinking 0 bright-noisy" water-
saccharine solutic-ns sub ,sequently avoided. "bright ... noisY'" 
dri11kometers but not 'th,;; gus·t;atory stimulus~ the saccharine i 
dt'lllivered in the abs~nce of the audiovi$U8.l cues. 
Subsequen.tly, Revusky & Garci.a ( 1970) 1'."eporte.d, data 
that · appears .to control for baclcwar.d co:r>.dJ:tioningo Em]1>loy-
ing x-radiation a.~i the UCS f saccharirJ..e, wat":1 presented to 
rats four ·to six hours after irradiation with no resulting 
avwrsi.on ·tll the saccharine.. An aversion t~as e·stablished 
when the rats: w<.n:e permi tt~d to ci.rint saccharine fot· t.he 
f!>XtroceptiYe -srt:lrouli gsi; established. ~~ av~raive conditior~..:. 
ed. stimu .li hav~ produc~d results that s .. re inconsistent with 
those reportad by Garcia and Koelling ( 196?).. Hm'lggeler 
9 
' ' 
jecting the ~ats with LiCl, On trials not reinforced with 
!, 
LiCl injections the ra1~s ,tere plactnl in a tr~.nslucent pla.s-
tic box. During the t.et;t phas!?_ the:' subjects showed an L~·-
creased latency to enter tha black box ~nd R decreased la-
were conaist~nt over several tri.2.ls. BravA1mm ( 1974) using 
guinea pigs found thai; subjects acquired ~ aversion ·to th~ 
color of solutions if the original color!-;d solutions were 
followed by LiCl, However, the recovery from the condition-
ed aversion ia. f2.stox· if colcr i£a 'the onl:;,f cue aosoc.ia.ted 
witb th'.¼ LiCl. When t:2-f•rt~ is th-$ aversive conditioned stim.• .. 
ulus, recov~-:ry ie more gradual indicating that taste is a 
to find th~\t extro{.~eptive-visual cues b~come effectbre ~ver-
dent upon vi.mrn.l cu~s to secure: thsir .f~od than are ra.ts. 
To cor:trol for the. possibility that the · food coloring was 
r~plicated. the 2tudy ueing Vli1.::t."iou.s colored tube~J to deliver · 
the food zc lut:lon. The r,;,sults of: -thio con'trol study w~re 
consis:t®rtt w1.th i,;he tn:·iginal findings. In perhapa the most 
10 
., I, 
aenai tive teat of -t,; _ 1;;,:·,;,,..-:"•.:.r'i:l••<:- ·, ,,.,,i.-~•.~ • tioni.ng to LiCl1 Morri-
sort and Coll.ye:- ( 197~~:~~~ ~"f~;f5l'. lick for fluid deli-
._ .. '-" ., - ' 
vered on s. VI 3 schedule" Dt1r-i.ng th11t con di tior.1e.d aversion 
acquisition phas~ th~ ra.·ts lic}t:('ld-·a distinctive tasting 
solution pa.ired w:i.th the onset of ·che hmist\ light. •rhis 
acquisition -tr,ials vm.s r,~dnfor·ccd with an injection of LiClo 
When tested in the pr~m!:lriee of. ·th.t~ house light a significant 
suppression of' th~ lioking regp:,nse <m the VI J was evident. 
The inv-,stlga1;ion suggests that th~ ability ·to ~s·ta.blish an 
extr.oceptive cu~ a.a a.n t!..rersive ccndi·tioned stimulus ma.y be 
due to th~ fact that t;h.ere wer~ tl:i.r.ee acquisition ·trials~ 
TheoreticaJ.ly, thtJ light was :paired wlth the LiCl on. tb,e 
second and third trial by the -medi&.tion of t11.e distinctive 
t~isting r.rnltJ.'tiOJ'lt In the Garcia 8.lld Koell:lng (196'7) study 
i.lln~ss but betf.\1re e.nother &1.::quisi tion triaL, 
to a.ssocis:t;:ai th.1g ta.\1.dioviena.l ,~ue _with the Li.Cl via the in• 
jested solv.tion~ a, paradigm suggestiv-~ of· higher order con ... 
di tioning,. I:n sup:pord; cf this ex_plana tion i Morriaor1 and 
11 
out a taste medi:i.tor. Also, there was no suppression ot 
licking to the light · alcne when the light-taste relation-
ship was initially established in preconditioning trials 
followed by LiCl reinforcement of the taste stimulus. Thus, 
there was no evidence of sensory preconditioning. 
I 
I 
Although so·me evidence for extroceptive aversion condi-
tioning is evident in the last three studies described here, 
it seems that more: lnput, meaf?ured in trials is necessary to 
form this typ6 of aversion. An aversion to taste stimuli, 
howov~r, ia ~pparent &f ter a singla acquisition trial sug-
gesting th~t taste nversion is a for.m of prepared learning 
while conditioned aversion to extroceptive, audio-visual cues, 
consti t i\·tes ci. form of u.r1prepared learning. In this regaz:d, 
Lorden, Ken:fieJ.d an d Braun ( 1970) have repo .rted significant 
sv.ppr es s i on <)f r~spo nding on H VI JO for water reinforcement 
in th e pre sence of i sopr oponal vapor when rats ~ad prev~ous-
ly smelled, or smelled and tasted isoproponal followed by ill-
n~ss, Lorden ~.:t...&~ reported tha.t on the first day of testing 
of' Q . sequenc e of :fi-1-70 t est tria'l.s the rats that had smelled 
and ·tasted is oprop ona.l followed by LlCl ~vj_denc ed ~- greate r 
suppression o:f. -th~ licking re~ponse ir.l. -the presence ?f the 
vapor than rats having -i:;rc-:vibua1y s1x.~lled th6 isoproponal 
only. 
~ ... ~ . . ~ ·.: .. · '· ... ~-'. 
There were no '4-~it.ffo:•~nc~s b~f.ween th& emell only and 
taste-smell groupr; on 'th~ second through fifth test days. 
Further. Stnlth and Ba-la.grir.a (1969-t"'-tlave reported intragas-
trio loading of LiCl (,, 121V!) does not tJs·tablish an avarsion 
to LiCl or N~::i.Cl beth of which Ht"''-~ lndi$tinguishabl.e -salts .. 
In the sa,me investigation an averaion to LiCl and NaCl was 
established after the rats drar,}~ a .. 12M solution of LiCl. 
Thus it appears that gu1.:1tatory- cu,~s e..r~ necessary to esta-
blish an aversion to novel eolu.tior1s and axtroceptive s·tim-
uli and are; always morG\ salient tht::i..n extroceptive s·timuli, 
However, not; all taste stlmuli are equally aalient~ Ka.lat 
and Rozin (1970) have shewn that rat$ po~soned following 
the injesticn of tv,o !1Q.Yel solutions associate poisoning 
tnlcrose O NaCl 01 .. vanilla when casln hydrolysa te was paired 
with one of the · o·th6r solutions prior to t;he LiCl injec-
ticn. The ave.rDion was more equal.ly dJ.stributed be~ween 
the two · solutions t how~ver•~ whsn ~!~.zin hydrolysate wai:; the 
second of the two solutio ns consu;-n~t.l by the :r.ats a Paren-
thetically, Kalat arid Rozin ~por·t there it; no direct re-
iJ 
·, 
The most 
salient soluticm, casln ,~r-H.~~~~te., is the least preferred 
..... ~ , '<i ; .... ' .... 
solut_ion by control rats but sucroso, the second most sali-
~ !,---•,-~-'%~ 
ent solution is prefe¥t-'111~-to axx•t·etiier solutions by controls. 
J'hree HypothGses to_~ccov.nt for Condltioned Taste Aversion 
Th b d ~ . d . . d / b . d t . f i .,. . e o y 0.1. ev l. ence a.iscusse. ~ o,re J. en 1 es ·,Jwo 
factors th~.t <li~tinguish unprepared l~a.rning results from 
more recent findings based. on prepared learning studies. 
First, investigators of prepared learning phenomena inclu-· 
ding Garci a ~1d Koelling (1967) :i.nd numerous others (Re-..ru•u 
Revusky & Garcia, 1970) have: p1·ovided cor1siderable evidenc.!e 
from studies of specific humg~rs and le~rned taste av~r-
slont? to shew tha:t all stimuli ~re not eq_ua.lly associable. 
Secondly , Smith and Roll (1967) and Revusky (1968) have es-
ta.blished delay :::f reinforcement gradir"n ts of six and eight 
hcurs respectively and GS-US intervals of JO min. to 120 
These results ar·e in sharp contr:..st to those derived 
from the historic~lly more tradition2l r~sponse measures 
that characterize unprepared le-trning (e.g. eyelid~ pu1t1:lll~.-
r:r i heartrate and GSR c!.)ndi tioningJ . Tht:? rt.,sv.1 ts from thesf:i 
14 
evidence that. all s'timuJ.:t are eiqually assoc5.alll~, assumlng 
temporal con-tigui ty jEavl<)V: 1928; Estes in Koch ( edc) , 
19.52) • Furth~rmore, closf! temporal contiguity in the order 
of seconds in thouglrt to be necessary to establish classical 
conditioning. I11oeed -maximum aae;,:,ciations raquire that the 
. I 
perili>d separating the CS and U~ be measu.r~d in f'rac·l;ions of 
I 
a second {Hull, 1952). c-,,rmeza.no and ·Moore ~ Marx (ed.,) e 
19~2] repor-'G maxi.mum classical cief'ansive eondi tioning with 
J:SI rif Oc25 to 0 350 sec, and Kimble (1961) summarizing the 
:r.-ef:'.U.lLts from numerous studies of a vmri® ·ty <>f response sys-
tems reports that 0,50 G~Ca is a frequent lSI value for 
maximu:11 conditioning. White and Schlosberg (1952) alao re-
pot·t, 500 ·mseci. [ts the optimal IS~ for classical condition-
ing 'of GSR in humans. Al-though the ISI rru1ge varies de-
p~nd,in.g -:m tri.e response system being conditioned , classi-
. I --
, cal conditioning with B-!l ISI oi.' less than 250 msec ~ ar~ 
was found to b.~ too short for Whi"te and Schloeberg 
Nottermani Schoenfeld end Bersh {1952) were aqle 
to !'i:sta.blieh some- heartrat e sondi tioning with ~a. ?000 · msec. 
ISI 'which seems to approach the uppe r limit for cs-us sepa-
ration. Young (l 958} wae unable to establi~h a pupi llary 
The obvious differ~ncf.: in ISt r~.nge for prepared and 
v.nprep~.red 1~:a.rning euggests that the parameters which 
were thought to appl;?tt all :r.7f.fli1~~ of classical condition-
ing need to reevaluated in. light of successful prepared 
learning rf::sul-ts employing ISI of one hour or more .. 
I 
I 
I. 
For some :tn,.restigators a re,~valm: 1:tiun of p.i.rametric 
values is not sufficieni;~ K 1 .1.. d r · 'In C' - • & .., a ~" an ,oz:.i.n I J.: .,eJ.J.gman ,
Hagei .. (ed.), 19@ argue th~t the rang" of ISI for condi~• 
tioned taste aversion together with the specificity of CS 
ccnd.i tiona·bili ty _ warrf..lntf.: a · rei:>r~ oogni t:tve interpreta.tion 
of the conditioning. 
Three hypotheses h.-.ve be.en suggested to ace.ow-it for 
the fact th.i.t conditioned t2.st~ aversion is characterized 
by _specificity of furnociations and the lack of stimulus con-
1
.I'wo of these hyp-othii;t-.:zes, af·tert~ .ste and :i.nterfer-
enc0 are: n<",t :new and have b~~n discuss"d in other contextr:t. 
Both t:heorles are consistent with the view that prepared 
lea1--ning can be des~r.ibf:d by 'l:he g~nera.l :process laws of 
ed s-~.fety t t.he third hypothes l s, has be~n more :ree tently 
i' ::,rmu1a ted Z8 an Rl'l::erni;.tive to the aft~rta.ste a.nd int-er-
16 
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fcrence hypotheses ~~~·!l:_bee~. ,ae~l'ti Yely interpreted by 
some investigators. 
Aftertaste Hypothesis 
The simplest explanation to account for taste aversion 
conditionL~g with long delays of reinforcement is to suggest 
that some aftertaste of the novel soiution is .present when 
. 
the subject becomes ill. If, in fact, this could be demon-
strated, further discussion ~bout gradients of delayed re-
,. 
infcrcement would be mute and stimulus contiguity would be 
demonstrated. The data resulting from severa.l cri ti'cal 
,t'i!sts controlling for aftertaste do not support this hypo-
thesis, however. Rozin and Kalat (1971) insist .that ~y 
afterta.ste explanation of delayed learning ·must involvei some 
unidentified "blood fa.ctor" or tas·te tra.ce in the mouth. 
The form~r ·mechanism is highly speculative and there is only 
orie study- in the literature that is of 2.11y relevance to it~ 
Hunt, Carroll and Kimeldorf {1965) joined pairs of' r~ts by 
vascular a..'1.:a.sto·mosis. These parabiont rats, having a common 
circ u latory system wer~ then ~ifferentially treated to estab-
l.ish .:i;.he ex t ~nt "to which h,umoral factors i.nfluence the ac•• 
.,,,. 
· qui Ei tion of a conditioned taste aversion .for the second of 
tM , joine d pairs~ One l"!"£ti of a jo il1e.d pair was pe~ii tted 
• • f • ~ \ 
·,:•,~ · 
l ;• 
;, 
access to saccharine followi1~g Q.ll eXJ;>OSurE. to x-radiation • . 
This rat alwa;s be~-1-~~t~ed a ·saccharine av~r- . 
• j _ • • : ~ ,. ' .; 
sion. The second rat .of the pair also drank saccharine but 
was shielded from the x-radiatlon. The shielded rats that 
had consumed the sacch2rine but had not been irradiated ex-
hibited a strong aversion to the ,accharine too •. Parabiont 
. I 
I . 
pairs consistL~g of a rat . that received saccharine and x-
radiation, a....~d a second rat that wra.s shielded and · dranlc un-
i 
flavored water behaved di:f:f.erently. An ave!rsion to saccha-
rine was obvious for the saccharine-x-radiated rat but the 
~ 
water-shielded rat did no acqulre ~n aversion, These re-
sults support th~ prediction2 of Hunt et a!. that humoral 
.factors influence the acqui.si~ion of a conditioned taste 
I 
aversion. It appe~rs that some metabolic change took place 
, 
in the x-radiated rat which because of th~ common circula-
tory system affected the shielded subject and produced an 
. . 
aversion to saccharine if th!? shieJ.ded subject had also betm 
exposed to saccharine pri-0r to the malaise, . These results, 
alt J o~~~ intriguing, do not cla;ify the .significance of peri-
· J ·. . 
pher~l aftertaste because the study is p~ocedurally esoteric 
18 
and may be unique to those lnatarlc~s where x.-ra.di~tion is used 
, 
:il.S ·th"-' us~ Furthermore,~ as 1-h.mt ~-t· ~~c- reporti the speci-
., -· ..... ~~"' .., ......... ~~ 
. :;A;~';"--~·:;• . -- ·.; 
fie mechanism to ac
1
~S,ili1~~ ~k.IT'1lnoral media:r.ion of the 
With the exception of the Hunt !Lill~ i.nvestigation: 
researchers int~re st~a· :th the per.ipher:..l afterta:ste explana-
tion. of delayed learni.ng have conce n·trated their efforts on 
c·ont~olling for a specifi.c tr~ce of th~ aolution which. 
I 
I 
serves as the cs. R~vusky and Bed~r:f' (1967) in a study il-
lustrating the specificity of conditioned tasrte aversion -to 
the more novel of two g,.!statory c.u~& h~.ve by counterbala.nc-
ing for cue ordez· alr:10 controllt.id for ~.ftertaste. For acme 
sub jects Iii. famil.ia.r foo d (cs 1_) w;.1s followed by a bovel f (?od 
(cs2 ) before the LiCl pre$entationo The CS order was re-
versed for other- subjects~ 'l'he primary effect of this man-
ipulation was the establishment of an si.verslon to the nov~l 
substance irrespective of CS ord~r. The fact that the aver-
aion wa.s specific to the novel i:~olution. when it preceeded 
the fa .mi.lh\r solution wr:akens the arg,~un.en-t that an after-
'tRsi;e of th ~ nove.1 -solution St.H'Ved to bridge the on~ hour 
ISI. If an after·taste remained, it would b-e the taste of 
·{;tie .familiar solution . 
Further reaults reflecting i.~-'lsupporta.ply on the after-
tas-'~~ exp.lanation have been r.eporte.d by Ga.rci,h Gr~en and 
McGowan ( 1969). 
to 0 .. 05% HCl using x••.-radia.tion as a us~ The significance 
of t.hesa resul-'cs eminatGs fr.om the fact that the conc~ntra.-
tion of HCl used by Garcia ~.§!::: is negligible compared 
to the concentration of this acid f'ou:nd in the stomach of 
the rats. Of equal signlficance ur-e{the results reported 
I. 
I 
/ f 
by Nachman ( 1970) indicating that rm aversion could be ea-
tablished to 43° 6 water when it was palred with apomor-
phint!, \'i;il.ter delivered R~t room temperature and not rein-
cated with cold vra:ter pa.ired with the US with the same re-
sul ta. It appears thai; the temper2,tv.re of water can serve 
as an ~ffectivc CS for taste a.-v.rersior.i. condi·tioning and rats 
Ca\.n discrimin;a.te betwGen this CS and :r·oom temperature watar 
that is not reinforced. Since the potent:tal CS's were both 
tap w~.ter i·t is diffi.cult to und9rstand how a differential 
',, 
tarnte cue associated. with the hot (cold) water could serve 
as ~- taste-cue m~dia,tor. Some ternper-atur6-taste intera.c-
tion. must occur., howev'r3r, since ai. replica't.ton of this ex-
psrimr,,:nt . using distilled ·.v2.ter did not produce differentlal 
a:I.;ur c} water e Pinally 1 ir. contradlction to the aftertaste 
20 
- , I , : I I • 11t, 
one of two specific -~n-t;~.,, a solution and that 
. ·;.•!_. . . · ~· .· -.~. ~ ::; t· '._ :? 
to the concentration that was followed by LiCl. ·. 
Interference Hypothesis. Another mechanism that has strong 
historical roots in· psychology to account for forgetting s-s 
/ 
or S-R events is interference (Kimble, 1961). For the phen-
omenon of conditioned taste _ aversion, however, the task is to 
account for the ability of some organisms, here the ra.t, to 
est ablish and maintain ISI's of up to eight hours (Revusky, 
1968). Revusky and Garcia (1970) propose that the I!laximum 
CS-US interval depends not on time per se. but on the · numbet' 
of interferring stimuli that are present between the CS-US 
presentations. Since in taste aversion learning the range of 
pot~ntial taste stimuli that could intervene between the CS 
and US is restricted and. generally non-exixtent the subjects 
tend trJ associate the US or its effect with the only gustatory 
stimuius available, the novel solution (CS) even though the 
interstimulus interval is measured in hours. This theory is 
very attractive because it proposes a. general principle, in-
terference, to accou.."1.t :for the dif:ferences between taste 
· aversion learning and other for.ms of unprepared. le-1.rning. 
~-/~- ff.: 
However, as parsimonious !as~ !~ single expla.nation may 
.. 
appear, the r~sults of several critical studies indicate 
that the lack of interferring stimuli cannot alone account 
for ·the rats ability _to a-ssocia·te stomach malaise with a. 
nove~ solutione Ka.lat and Rozin (1971) have reported that 
the consumption of two or three novel solutions during s. 
I 
JO minu.te interstimulus interva.l between sucrose consumption 
22 
and r,ois01:iing does not eliminate the sucrose aversion. Thus, 
interference defined as the number of interpolated stimuli 
between the CS a:nd US does not significantly attenuate the 
effect '· of the acq.uired aversion ·. Other investigations re-
flecting en the "interferenc" interpretation will be discussed 
under the next heading. 
and Jones (1974) and others h~ve propo _sed a learned safety 
h:~rpo,t;hesis to account for the conditloned taste aversion 
phenomenono They suggest that when a. ra.t injest1'3 fiL nontoxic 
~ 
novt~l substr.tnce it gradually learns in -the ensuing hours 
·that th~ substance is safe. This ~Jq:>lanatio:i.1 would s.cc,nm :t; 
for . th.;:1 li.mi te":d amount of· no•.,rcl E1oltrtions eonst.ur1ed on t:h~ 
fi :rs·t e:x:por:rur~ trial (neophobia) 1 the increased amount con-
-~,' I - ·-~ • • I ~ 
sumed on the second and subsequer1t trials when the subjects 
~, - . 
are not poisoned and -'1ftrsi~- the novel food is 
follo J~d by poison, 
In series of experiments testing the efficacy of the 
learned safety hypothesis, Nachma.~ and Jones (1974) first 
made rats mildly ill by injecting them with LiCl four hours 
, I 
I 
after drinking saccharine. The long delay of reinforcement 
attenuated the degree of the illness. Two days .later the 
subjects were given a two minute eA-posurc to saccharine and 
I . . 
at the end of one of four intervals; 4, JO, J.20 or 480 min-
d 
utes, a 10-minute reexposure to the saccharine. The amount 
· of saccharine consumed in the ten minute test increased as 
< ~ I -
the period between the 2-minute .. nd 10-minute reexposure 
increased suggesting that the rats were le2rning that the 
-
saccharine wa..s now safe. Four control groups were run using 
the same time pa.rameters to control .for water deprivation ·as , ... 
!lJ1 al L rnative explanation :f~r these results, No signifi-
cant difference in the amount cons .urned was :found for the 4-
, . . 
JO- 120- and 480-minute groups wh~n v:ater replaced saccha.-
rine. 
!n a second experiment, four i:;roups of rats were given 
two exposures to saccharino . The :tnterval between the :first 
... 
; ii~·'\~- ' . 
and second session waa again~; 30, 120 and 480 minutes for 
• a 
. ,, ,: . . \ •. .. . . . . 
the four sepa;i:-a.te g~~ -~ri}\: ,· -.. ~>:··,~ ~inal exposure trial 
' the vats exhibited the typie_al neophobic avoidance of the 
novel solution and drank only small quantities of the sac-
charine. The amount of saccharine consumed on the second 
exposure wasr however, different fo~ the f.our groups. As 
I 
in the original experiment in this series, the longer the 
interval between the original exposure and the reexposure 
to s:a.cch.r;..rj_ne the more fluid ingested. A third experiment 
in -this series was ess~ntially a replication of Experiment 
\ 
II except that . six preexposur~s were administered. - No di-
rect effect of the various del~ys t#lS noted in this instance 
a.ssumedly because acme asymptote of learned safety had been 
achieved by th~ sixth exposureo Thes~ rats were subsequent-
ly injected witn LiCl at 4, 15, JO, 6ot 120 or 480 minutes 
af~ _er the sixth saecharine exposure and for the l20- 240 
and l@O-minute _groups no aversion was noted. The degree of 
::tVers i on for- the subjt!cts in the 1-}-- 15- JO and 60-minute 
groups was gr-eatly reduced compared to Nachman's data for 
. ·, 
subjects not having rece:i.ved repeated nonreinforced pre-
expocruref! ,;o s&c·aharine F.mgges·t;ing that learned safety 
.att~nv.ated the su.bseqti~n-,·t e.i·:fect of the poiso,dng. _ However, 
~ t ' t~• · . ' . 
cs6-us interstfmulu~•~Is.16t j.~ss than 120 minutes 
compared to the 120- 240 and 480-minute groups indicates 
a tr J c~ decay effect, One might conclude that two mecha-
nisms, trace decay and. l~a.rned safc.!ty, are necessary to ac-
count for the acquired taste aversion phenomenon establish-
i~ 
ed with delayed reinforcement~ 
In a direct test of learned safety versus passive trace 
decay, Kalat and Rozin (1973) reported that one preexposurG 
to a .novel substrmce attenuated the subsequent conditioned 
I . . 
taste aversion aa much ae three or seven preexposures. Alsor 
one preexposure 21 days before poisoning was about as effec-
tive ! as a single preexposure the day before a. subsequent 
reinforced trial. These r~sults do not appear to enhance 
the _ passi.ve trace decay explan.a:'Gione However, they are not 
consistent with the results reported ·by Nachman and Jones 
In another experiment in this aeries, a group of rats 
were permi tt;ed access to the: nove-1 solu .tlon (CS) at J • .5 
an.d o. 5 hours befor~ poisoning. Another group of rats re-
cei• lred only a singl!?.! exn osure to -'c.he nov~l soltrti~n o. 5 
hour~ be-fore poisoning. '.Phf,3 rata in the .former grot1.p dev·el•-
25 
oped a substantially i.~-:: 
, 
; ~- .,. , 
·1'.-~versioft ;i,'to the CS& The trace 
decay theory predicts .:a.'i equal aversion for both groups 
while learned safety proponents predict, as the results in-
the latter group has four hours to learn that th& novel food 
aubsJance is safe, . 
/ 
!Finally, in a study directGd to the same end, Domjan 
(1972) infused 8 n1l of 0.2% saccharine into the mouth of 
rats fvia oral _ ca?'.nulae. Three groups were infused at dif-
fererlt flow rates; o.6, 1.2 or 2~9 ml/minute resulting in a 
I 
total saccharine contact time of lJ~J, 6.7 or 2.8 minutes 
respectively 
I 
received the 
I 
before being poisoned. !he two groups havin~ 
two slower infusion ri;a.tef and thus more expo--
sure time to the CS exhibited a weaker aversion to the sac-
charine. These results corrobor~te those of Kalat and Ro-
zin 1973) and support the contention that some unidentified 
mechrism actively monitors the subsequent gastric effect 
resul·ting from the lnj,estion of novel foods. This mechanism 
appears to function as long as a trace, probably neur~l, re-
mai d s active .. This hypothesized neural t~ce appears to-
remain act iv e :for s cmathing in the order. o:f 8 hours (Revu-
sky ,, 1968) but cai~ bt; extended if the subjecrt is az1esthe-
·/ 
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si zed ~ollowing the presentation of the CS (Rozin &. Ree, 
1972) ! • .. The trace ca.y►.plimi~_~JI~~ by c~rtical spread of · 
d p es sion procedures (Davis & Bures, 1972) which is con-
si st nt with the hypothesis that the CS trecc is neurolo-
gic . l and located in the central as opposed to the peri-
pherB,.l. nervous system. Whether this mechanism is cognitive 
or more "pr imitive" ~lat & Rozin 
1
in Seligman & Hager, 1972j 
r main s unanswered. 
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Statement of the Pro12l!,m 
Thus far inv~st~ttti's haY.e.'4,~wn that the laws of 
. ' ' 
' ., 
general process (unprepared) learning do n_ot adequately 
describe the acquisition phase of prepared learning. The 
results of numerous investigations, many of .which have 
be~n f detailed here, consistently in~icate that prepared 
/ 
responses are acquired in a single trial and ar~ specific 
to al subset of all potentially associable stimuli. Some-
what surprisingly, little is known about the extinction 
phase to prepared learning. What little information is 
av~Jlable seems to suggest that the extinction of an ac-
quired taste aversion, in contrast to acquisitlon, corre-
sponds more closely to the extinction of unprepared re-
spoi ses (Garcia, Erwin & Koelling, _1966). With the excep-
. tio£1 of the Garcia tl---!1.s (1966) . da.ta and a report by 
Grof e and Brown (1973) indicating tha.t deprivation expe-
dites the &xtinction of a conditioned taste aversion., no 
sya r Gm~tic investigation of extinction procedures appears 
in the literature. 
To further determine the variables that affect pre-
pa r.c d learning this study sough·i; to describe the extent 
-tQ which learned taste nversions were subject to three ex-
28 
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tinction procedures. 
4~' ;l~;~• 
The\se t_hf-le '~bce.dures were (1) the 
I 
repeated pr~sentation:~f the CS· without reinforcement (US), 
(2) a no treatment condition which served as a retention 
control, and (J) the repeated presentation of the US alone, 
The predictions of the ef:fec·tiveness of these proce-
dures were based on the conclusions ,11 viewed collectively F 
/ 
- . -from the unprep9.red learning literature. Extinction of 
classica.lly conditioned unprepared responses occurs when 
the CS is repeatedly presented without the us. · This fact 
is true for nll species of organisms that have been condi-
tioned irrespective of the response system involved (Raz-
ran, , 19J9)c Although little is known about the elimina-
tion of prepared behaviors established by classical condi-
tioning, the a:lfaila.ble evidence does suggest that repeated 
CS pr esentations will extinguish the prepared response 
(Garcia et . al~, 19661 Grote & Brown, 1973). These inves-
'tigations wer6 not studies of extinction per se. but did 
provide some evidence the.t reflect on thls process. Since 
no further information was avallable ~""ld h,,cauae these 
studies are consistent with the unprepared lea.ming data. 
reJ.a.tive to extinction Q. conservative prediction based on 
the systematic eliminra:cion of a prepared a.voidance l"esponse 
29 
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. , .. ~-,Jfi¥\, 
was appropriate. · Thus r -the -~if!rst hypothesis was; the same 
I . ' ,. • ,j ' : • ~ • • ·, • .... ·•...._ "':/j \ ) -~ ... ' ,n.•. ' . ... . 'l A~. • 
variables that inf"lu~-, ·eXt.~~n of an unprepared 
. • .4.• . -: . 
. 
avoidance . response would ~pply specifically to the extinc-
tion of a prepared avoidance response. The conclusi~ns re-
l . . . . 
sulting from this hypothesis were (1) Extinction invelving 
the repe~ted pres~ntation of the CS in the absence of the 
,' 
/ 
US will be superior to the other extinction technique used 
in this study. (2) The more trials · of this variety adminis-
tered, the more extinction that will occur. Stated in terms 
of th k dependent measure this means that the rats adminis-
tered 1 10 forced exposures to the CS will consume more sac-
charine than thos~ rats ad.ministered five extinction trials 
to the CS. Those rats given one forced CS trial will evi-
dence the l~ast recovery of 'the subj .ects treated in this 
manne[• when tested after extinction. 
I 
Kalat and Rozin (1971) have concluded that ·learned taste 
a.versions a.re adaptive responses ha.ving significant survival 
value... Inferences f!'om thia coriclusion can be outlined in a 
serie la of statements, (l) the Consummatory beha.vior of the 
. . 
rat is primarily ~in:fluenced by gust2.tory cues. (2) stoma.ch 
malaise probably results from the consumption of poisoned 
. 
"food·', since the _ ed.-ting (Jf' many foods has occurred before, 
.• 
essential and ~ependen~the n~bility to recognize 
this substance by its gustatory quality. 
lt was logical to conclude~ -applying these statements 
of adj ptability, that aVersions to g\lstatory cues associa-
ted with illness are acute rather than chronic. This con-
/ 
clusion has merit from a natural selection st~ndpoint i.e. 
it limits the size o"r the ca~egory of poison nrood" and 
would result in future sampling of preyiously poisoning 
- I 
u_food j'. _- If this speculation has merit, one would expect 
to see ·a reduction in the avoidance of th~ CS simply as a 
:function of time. · Thus, the second hypothesis w".s r net only 
I 
do the variables of unprepared extinction apply to th~ eli-m--
. . . 
·' 
ination of a conditioned taste aversion but adaptive ·mecha-
nisms ! based on n~tural selection augment _ the likelihood of 
extinction in the abs~nce of ' any treatm~nt. The predictions 
· ;based ori this logic were1 (1) 11trea ... i:;ment" involving neither 
the J resentation of the CS n.or the US will eventua.11; dimin-
ish the conditioned taste aversion, . (2) ·"the longe~ the re-
tention interval between the 1~.st poisoning ~d the ·test 
pre -sln tation of the cs, the weo.ker the a.version to the CS, 
. · I -
Thus, a .retnetion interval -of 20 da.y~ wili result i!? more ex-
¥l 
tinction of the 2.voici.a11ce response than one of 10 days. A 
test of the aversion .'._j,fiJef· a si-bgt~~~Y following poisoning 
will not be an effective treatment procedure . 
Kalat and Rozin in Seligman and H~ger (1972) have sug-
gested that conditioned taste .aversions may be a form of · 
cognitive learning . They reason that the ra..t actively as-
cribes it's illness to the novel CS. This interpretation 
is in -contrast to a more "primitive" (non-cognitive) form 
of learning and has provoked considerable discussion among 
researchers who subscribe to the learned safety interpre-
tation of conditioned t~ste aversion. ~lthough Kalat and 
Rozin have not provided data that supports a cognitive &x-
plana.tion for the taste aversion phenomenon, a test of it's 
explanatory efficacy was included in this study. This test 
involved the repeated injection ·of poison (LiCl) after con-
ditioning. If the ra:t has cognitions and actively attri -
bute .s it's mal~.ise to the novel saccharine solution then 
repeated non-contingent illness should elicit other cogni-
tions inconsistent with the original o~eso These cognitions 
. . 
should faciJ.i t.i:te extinc-'Gion when ·t;he CS i8 subsequently 
presented without; the us. Rel-.ttve t:o the predtotions of 
outcome it was inconsistent with the or iginal hypothesis to 
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't,,.."'F<,~ 
conclude that repeated Li Cl injec tions would facilitate ex-
tinction. The origin d '.hypothe sis stated -that the princi-
• i,.., ... ... ~ 
~ ---· t&!l!! 
ples _of unprepared learning apply to the situation described 
in this study. In the unprepared literature one finds that 
repeated US presentations subsequent to conditioning sensi-
tize the subjects i.e. maintain the aversion when the CS is 
·1 
/ 
subsequently presented (Kimble, Mann & Dufort, 1955). There-
fore, the predictions relative to this were, (1) LiCl injec-
tions following saccharine-LiCl pairings will maintain the 
conditioned taste aversion, and (2) the sensitization will 
be most evident for those subjects receiving 10 non-contin•• 
gent injections. Sensitization will also be evident for the 
five-injection and single-injection groups •. 
•· 
' 
METHOD 
Subjects 
The subjects were 72 experimen-'ca.lly nahre ma.le rats 
I . 
about 65•days old obtained from the Charles River Breeding 
Laboratory. Subjects were randomly assigned to control or 
experimental groups. 
The experiment was conducted in standard 20 c:m. square 
wire mesh housing unito. The solutione wer~ presented in 
100 cc,,• drinking tubes (Kimble #4487 5} oonstructed to pre-
vent drippaga and accurate to 0.25 cc. Interperitoneal in-
jections were administered with a 5 . cc. ~glass syringe. 
Twelve subjects war•e run in e~ch of six replications. 
Each group of 12 rata was subdivio.ed into f'our groups of 
th1'ee subjects aach and run in one of the ~xperimental oon-
di tions .. Placement within each of thece groups was random 
as t, a s the choice of ax-perlmental g,t"'oups for ea ch replica-
,'.34 
tion. The description ot the proc~dure is v. general one 
that does not describe each of theso replications but does 
describe the di:fferent3.a.1 treatanent o:t' each of the twelve 
subgroups (Sea Table l)~ 
Tralnif\tLiri~la. For five days prior to t~ .ining subjects 
were handled and adapted to a 22--hour-water--d6priva.tion 
aohedu.le, On day six and aeven subjects were placed in ux.,. 
perim.ental cages and perrni t-ted cmc-1 hou::c ~cce ss to wr."I. ter i 
made available in two drinking tubes mm_y,.:i:i::i:;J. on eithez- cor-
ner o:f tht1 rear· wall of tha cage. This procedure :U:uailiar-
:i.~ed sub;jects with the procoss of drinking ;f;~om the tubes~ 
Followi~.g the tvro tub~ 
sente<l &. choice of water er a O ~ 11~~.sacchari.ne solution in. 
oach of the drinking tub;;H.h Stfojecta had access to the, 
solution for one half hour and wr:ro then removed to their 
cages at this tim~~ 
to -thei.r home cages three groups c,f' l8 subjectr.; wer.\!i in.,. 
fou :cth 
TABLE 1 
Design . of-the Acquis~ticn and Extinction ?hases for t~e Experimental and Control Groups 
•, 
c:::= . 
I Acquisition Co~ditions 
I -Control Experimental 
I 
rats I rats .. 
11=18 I n=54 
[-,- --· ., - · Extinction Condition I '""-i ! Cs :(LiCl) cs$ (saccharine) us a (LiCl) I Ra ( retention) ~. 
w I\: 
rl 1 
cd 
PB .• n=l8 n=l8 · n=l8 ,· ., ' f ~ " . i' :"I 
I 
•n 
rH S... 
0+.' - -
ti;§ 
5 ,0 •n El+' 
~ (J ,. z ·s:: 
•n 
....,__ 
. 
., 
+\I 
X 
µ,l 10 
-
n=6 for all cells 
:,a 
'-" 
°' 
four groups. 
' 
f .,-·--r=,.-~ _,,.~-..,'~,•IL 
"'."'f4' , .~ 
. ' 
. . 
After th$ injections all-subjects were given access to 
water for two hours in their home cages. Pood·was also a-
-::--: ~ ...... ,. .,,,.,..-
vailable in the form oi' 1 standa:rd ' !ab blocks. The food re-
mained available ·until the next tube-drinking session. The 
removal of the water after two hours resulted 1n a 19.5 
/ 
hour deprivation schedule for the next and all subsequent 
sessions. The next session, on the following day, consti-
tuted a check for prolonged .illness; All subjects were 
: 
placed in the -experimental cages and were allowed to drink 
from the tubes for one half ·hour. Both t-ubes were filled 
. . -
with water only. Forty-aight hours after the first ses-
sion a second acquisition trial was run with the same .depri-
' 
vation level and delay of reinforcement (LiCl or NaCl) main-
tained. The water tube and . sacicharil1e ~ube positions were 
reversed, however. A final acqu is i tion t r ial occurred 48 
. . 
hours after the second with a.n illness check session (water 
in both tubes) on the interpolated day between session two 
and three. This conclttd6d the acq~ired .aversion pha se . of . 
the investigation. The dependent roeaS1.1re dur ing -thi3 phase 
vre.s' the amount o~ sacch~rine consumed on each of the three 
acqulsl_tion days . The amoW1t i;,f water consuL1ed on. the in• 
37 
Extinction trials. The 54 subjects which received saccha- · 
. I 
rine followed by LiCl were assigned to one of three extinc-
tion conditions. Eighteen subjects were _subdivided into 
three subgro\1po of six subjects each that received either 
l, Sor 10 forced exposures to sacc~arine only. Forced ex-
/ 
posure was accomplished by tilling both drinking tubes with 
saccharine. The extinction phase began for the three sub-
' . 
groups on tha day following the last acquisition trial. 
For those subjects receivi11g more than one forced exposure 
to the saccharine, extinction sessions occurred every other 
day~ On lnterp~lated days subjects were given water , in 
both tubes. The specific extinction procedure was as fol-
lows, after 19.5 hours of water deprivation the three 
groups of rats to be administered .the forced ·e~-posure to 
. 
saccharine were placed in the experimental cages for one 
hall' hour. Since only saccharine was availa.ble this pro~ 
oedure expooed subjects to the conditioned stimulU$ (CS) 
in the absance of the unconditioned stimulus (US), the LiCl. 
The three saccharir1e forced ex.posu.ro s~1bgroups a.re hereafter 
ref ~rred to a s cs1 • cs5 an~ c~10 • At tho conclusion of th e 
half hour session the cs s weI"o given access to food and 
.... 
water in their home ,·,&~--~~z: ~uit h~lh-saf~er terminating 
the extinction session the home-cage water bottles were re-
moved. The food remalned availabie ad lib, until the be-
ginning of the next se~on. ~• J>rocess continued for 
the cs5 and cs10 groups for 10 an~ 20 days respectively. 
On the interpolated days, qs subjects were given water in 
both tubes in the experimental cages. The experimental and 
home cage procedure, however, remained invariant. 
A second group ~f 18 rats was subdivided into three 
subgroups of six rats each s.nd received 1, 5 or 10 non-con-
tingent injecti.o!}s of LiCl. Since LiCl served as the un-
conditioned stimulus, thaae three groups are hereafter re-
~erred to as us1 , us, and us10• The injections, · 2% of body 
weight of .1~~ LiCl ip, were adtlinistered every other day 
to the us5 and us10 subgroups for 10 and 20 days respective-
ly. :· The procedure on "',he interpolated days was the same 
procedure administered t o the CS subjects. 
The re·maining 18 :r.ats of tho ,54 that received saccha-
rine end LiCl i.n acquisition were not given any treatment 
.. 
ciut'"ing the extinction phase of _'the study. Since no treat-
ment followed by a test of the -aversion strength to saccha-
rine constitutas a tast of the retention of the saccharine-
)9 
red to as Rs. Three subgroups of Rs were formed, Rl which 
was tested one day after acquisition and RS 2nd R10 which 
were tested after 10 and 20 days respectively. While the 
rats in the CS and US conditio~s were receiving their ex-
tinction sessions the Rs were merely handled for several 
I 
I 
I 
minutes. On interpolated, non-l!x·cinction, days the RS 
and R10 groups were treated in the same manner as the CS 
and US groups •. 
The 18 subjects that had been injected with NaCl on 
each of the acquisition trials served as dual-purpose con-
trols, First, all 18 served as conditioning-acquisition 
controls. Since NaCl does not produce gastric upset in 
. . 
rats no aversion to saccharine (conditioning) should re-
sult. Thus, the amount of saccharine consumed should in-
! 
crease from trial to trial during acquisition. Prior to 
' extinction the 18 control subjects ·, hereafter referred to . 
as C':s Y{ere subdivided in three equal subgroups, c1 , C 5 
and c10 • c1 received one non-contingent injection of 
LiCl whi l e the l~tter two subg1.--oups receiv6'd .5 and 10 in-
je ctions respectively over 10 and 20 days respectively. 
On the interpolated ncn-extinction days the control · rats 
40 · 
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--~ '"";" tp,,..,, . 
• ':'/f ' .. 
were ·given access to water ·{;r''ioth ~rinking ~bes in the 
experimental cages a~e~ll>e;rJ':f'.fffi\the groups above. Thus 
4 • • • 
in the extinction phase the C •·s served a second purpose as 
sensitization controls for the effect of illness per. se. 
Testing trials. The final phase of this study constituted 
a tefrt of the effectiveness of the three extinction proce-
/ 
I 
dures. At the conclusion of their respective extinction 
phase each of the twelve subgroups (See Table 1) was return-
ed to the experimental apparatus and reexposed to the sac-
charine-water choice procedure. Water was always available 
, 
in one tube while the other tube contained the o.1% saccha-
rine ·solution. ~Counterbals.ncing for tube position was con-
tinued tr.roughout the test phasec There were seven test 
' . 
sessions of one half hour duration on seven s1:1ccessive days, 
Subjects were never administered LiCl during the test phase. 
In all cases subjecta were 19.5 hours water deprived at the 
' begi.~1ing of a test session m1d were given access to food 
and W'ater i11 their ho·me cages two hours after the conclusion 
of each test session. The ·water remained available for two 
hour$ only whil e the food remained accessab1e ad lib. until 
~he ne xt test trial. 
Two dependent moasures ,,ere 0£ interest in the test of 
41 
extinction effectiveness; (i f the amount of saccharine con-
sumed on the r"irst t~~"-"'· ~4~~.~ the : recovery sequence 
- . • · ; . , • .... l 
as measured by ~accharine co~sumption ov~r the entire test 
phase. 
Despite some heterogeneity of vari~-ice in some of the 
12 subgroups the major analyses were ~one using analyses of 
avriance. The ANOVA was used because heterogeneity of vari-
ance is not a serious problem when other conditions are met. 
Boneau (1960) describes these conditions as does the Lind-
quist (1953) presentation of the Norton study (1951). In 
brief, if the sampling distributions have different vari-
ances or deviate :from normality but are approximately sym-
metrical in shape, there will be little effect of heteroge-
neity on the F test. This conclusion is predicated on equal 
cell size. A perusal of the group distributions in this 
study indicated very little skewedness or departure from 
normality and all cell frequencies were equal. Relative to 
the multiple comparison test employed in this study, the 
Scheffe test, (1963) repvrts th~.t it too is insensitive to 
depa ·rtures i':.. .. om norrna.li ty. 
~ 
' 
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RESULTS 
, 
Acquisition of the Conditioned Taste Aversion 
Prior to analyzing the acquisition data the 54 exper-
imental subjects were assigned to one of the three extinc-
tion conditions, CS, US or R. These 18 subjects per con-
dition were further subdivided so that six subjects from 
each condition would ultimately receive 1, Sor 10 extinc-
tion ·trials. This grouping resulted in the formation of 
nine subgroups. The 18 control rats were also subdivided 
into .three groups of six subjects each (See Table 1). 
Throughout the ·acquisition phase the nine experimental 
. 
·groups were treated identically. They were injected with 
LiCl after being e~osed to saccharine. The thr&e control 
subgroups were administered NaCl after their saccharine 
l . 
~ exposure. The subgroups were analyzed, after assignment to 
their respective extinction conditions, to illuatrate that 
prior to the extinction manipulation all experimental 
groups (a.:~d all co~trol groups) were equated in their de-
4J 
gree of sacchai•lne averoion. 
The acquisition procedure entailed the differenti.al 
treatment of the nine experimental groups relative to the 
three control groupso All 72 subjects were given three 
half hour daily exposures to saccharine every other day~ 
The experimental subjects were injected with LiCl two hours 
; 
after the termination of eaoh exposure trial. The control 
subjects, on the other hand, were tnjected with NaCl. 
The prediction was that the experimental subjects 
would acquire an aversion to the novel tasting substance, 
the saccharine, because of the LiCl induced illnes~ •. The 
controls, however, would not become ill and no saccharine 
aversion would re eul t. · 
,; Table 2 illustrates the mean amount of saccha~ine 
consumed on each of the three acquiaition trials for the 
control and experimental aubjectso The acquisition phase 
. of Figures l-7 visually illustrate these dataG The fig-
ure~ cleat"lY indicate that the control subjects in.crease 
their intake of saccharine on eacl~ of the _ three acquisi-
tion trla.113,. Th@ ex:peri men"te.1 groups markedly decrease 
th e i r consumption of saccharine on the aeoond acquisition 
trial with a •near .floor effect after the first LiCl in-
44 
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TABLE 2 
Mean Amount of Saccharine Consumed (Cubic Centimeters) on 
Each of the Three Acquisition Trials 
Day 1 
Groups N Mean SD 
Controls 18 6.22 4.0J 
Conditioned 
Stimulus 18 5.29 2.80 
Unconditioned 
Stimulus 18 
Retenti on 18 5.35 J,47 
I 
I 
Day 2 
Mean SD 
11,21 3.25 
1.11 o.86 
1.39 1.03 
Day J 
Mean SD 
12_. 53 4.4J 
0.72 0.77 
0.56 0.36 
0. -72 o. 41 
Fig. l. Mean amo1J.nt 0:f sa,cchar~.n~ consumed on each 
of the three a,:.qu5.sition iTiaJ.[1 and on each oi' the seven 
test trials for the control rats. 
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three a.cquisi tion trials and the f;c-ven test trials for 
all groups having received ten extinction trials. 
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acoharine consumed 
on the second acquisition trial relative to the third trial. 
A three factor mixed design. A.NOVA, extinction condition 
by number of extinction trials by sessions (acquisition days), 
was used to determine the significant main effects and inter-
actions. The sonrce table for this ~-al_ysis appears as Appen-
/ 
I 
dix A. This 1.:hree way ANOVA with one repeated factor ( ses-
~ions) indic~.ted a ~ignificant extinction condition effect 
(F= 96,41, dfi::: J/60~ P<.001). A Scheffe Multiple Comparison 
Test (Winer-, 1971) w~.s employed to determine the group dif-
"terences. The Scheffe test ind.icated th.at the Cs drank sig-
nificantly more s~ccharine th~n the CSs, USs or Rs (F= 18.51, 
df= ' J/60, P<.001). It further indicated no differences be-
tween the CSs, USs or Rs. The AN.OVA also indicated a signi-
ficant sessions (acquisition days) effect 2..nd the sessions 
by extinction condition interaction also was significant 
(F= J6.28, d:f== 2/120, P<.001 and F= 32058, d:f= 6/120, P<.001 
respectively~ 
-~ 
The Sche.ffe multiple comparison of the interaction data 
indicated that the controls and all the experimental groups 
were eqmtted on the amo1.u1t of saccharine ·consumed on the 
first acquisition day (F= 67~87, df= i1/12of P<~.001). 
.,, 
Furthermore, the controls drank the s~me ·amount of saccha-
rine on acquisition days two and three but more than th~y 
drank on the first exposure to saccharine. The controls 
drank significantly more saccharin·e - than the CSs, USs and 
Rs on days two and three also. There was significantly 
more saccharine consumed by the CSs, USs and Rs on the ori-
/ 
I 
ginal acquisition trial compared to trials two and three 
but no difference between any of these groups on the second 
and third acquisition trial. Apparently a single saccharine-
LiCl pairing is sufficient to produce a near maximum aversion 
to the saccharine. The means sho~~1 in Table 2 clearly illus-
tr~te these results. 
The Amount of Saccharine Consumed on the First Test Day 
The effect of the extinction procedure was determin-
ed by recording the amount fo saccharine consumed on the 
first of the seven tes·t; trials. The p1·edictions were that 
the CSs would evidence the most recovery and no recovery 
would be indicated for the USs. -. Some effect of recovery 
, . 
was expected for the R5 ~.!ld R10 groups. The extinction 
condition -by number of extinction trials interaction sho"'!ed 
that the CSs having received 5 or 10 extinction trials 
61 
drank as much sa.cChQ.rine as -.~l and ds on the first test 
. da.y and significantly 7m6're than:<tit;~W-ss and Rs which were 
equated on saccharine consumed. This indicates that cs5 
and cs 10 are nearly fully recovered as a resul~ of . forced 
exposure to the saccharine. cs1 is not different from the 
USs or Rs providing evidence that al~hough the forced ex-
posure to the saccharine is an effective extinction procedure, 
a single treatment in this manner is not sufficient. The 
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data for the first test day on Tables J-6 and Figures 1-7 
graphically display these results. A two way ANOVA, factorial 
design, was employed to determine the effect 0£ the extinction 
proce.dures and ~~e number of extinction trials a.s well is the 
extinction condition by trials interaction. The source table 
for this analysis appears as Appendix B. 
-This two way ANOVA showed a significant extinction con-
dition effect (F= 141.40, df= 3/60, P<.001). The Sc.heffe 
test indicat~d that the Cs drank significantly more saccha-
rine than the CSs, USs and Rs on the first test ses sio n (F= 
8.28, df= J/60, P<,001). 
The number of extinction trials wns also a signifi-
cant factor in therecovery from the acquired aversion to 
saccharine (F= 11 . 60, tlf= 2/60~ P< .. 001)., The Schef!e Test 
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Mean Amount of Saccharine Consumed (Cubic Centimeters) on 
Each of Seven Test Trials (n=6) by the Control Groups 
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TABLE 5 
Mean Amount of Saccharine Consumed (Cubic Centimeters) on 
Each of Seven Test Trials (n =6) by the LiCl-Only Groups 
1 2 . J 4 5 6 
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TABLE 6 
Mean Amount of Saccharine Consumed (Cubic Centimeters) on 
Each of Seven Test Trials (n=6) by the Retention Groups 
Groups l 2 3 4 5 6 
Mean 0.54 o.45 0.58 0.96 1.25 3.50 
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indicated that 10 iextmct·ion tria1.s are superior to five 
extinction trials which. are more ·effective than one extinc-
tion trial (F= 15.52, df= 2/60, P<.001). The significant 
interaction effect (F= 9.00, df= 6/60, P<.001) added clari-
ty to these results. The Scheffe Multiple Comparison Test 
of the interaction effect showed tha~ the Cs having receiv-
; 
ed 10 extinction (sensitization) trials drank more saccha-
rine than any .of the CSs regardless of the number of extinc-
tion trials. However, the CSs having received five or 10 
extinc·cion trials drank as much saccharine as the controls 
having received one or five sensitization trials. Finally, 
all of the Cs and the CSs having rec~ived five or 10 extinc-
tion trials drank significantly ·more.than the USs or Rs ir-
respective of the number of extinction trials administered 
to the latter two groups (F= 36.75, df= 11/60, P<.001). 
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The Amount of Sa.ccharlne Consumed Over the Entire Test Sequence 
The effect of the e4--tinction procedures were also ex-
amir.ed over the entire seven day test sequence. The pre-
dictions were the same -.s those discussed under the pre-
vious heading. Thio procedure was employed for~ specific 
/ 
., 
purpose. 
. ~~~~i 
It was reasoned tfttt t he effeot of' the extinction 
procedure may not b~ ~t;¼-~~~ 1~~~i~gle observation of 
the saccharine intake on one test day. The extinction 
procedure effect, it was thought, might interact with -the 
saccharine presentation over the entire choice test phase. 
· This resul ~ might occur. for the US,J whic.h. were made repeat-
-/ 
I 
edly and non-contingently ill during extinction. 
The effect of the extinction manipulation when measured 
over the entire test sequence shows that the CSs never fully 
recover and do not consume as much sacchP.rin~ as the Cs. 
Clearly, howev-er, forced exposure to the s;.ccharine is the 
most effective extinction procedure for rats having acqui-
red a conditioned taste aversion. Fi"ve .forced exposures 
are as effective as 10 but a. single forced exposure is in-
effective. Although at the outset of the test phase the 
USs manifested as strong an aversion to thei saccharine 
as the Rs. The recovery exhi_bi-t.ed l)y USS a.nd us 10 sug-
gests tha.t the repeated non-contingent illness has a de-
layed effect which is potentiated by the choice procedu~e 
of the test phase. USS and US10 consume much more saccha-
rine than us1 and all of ·the R~:: by the end o:f the test 
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sequence. Tables 3-6 ~hd th~ ·test d~ta of Figures 1-7 gra-
phically display the sl '~t'tsults.c , ' . 
. , . 
A three factor mixed design ANOVA, extinction procedure 
by number of extinction trials by sessions (test days), was 
. . . 
· ·employed to determine · the effect of the extinction manipula-
tions. The Source .Table for this an,_iysis ~ppears as Appen-
,, 
dix C. This three way ANOVA indicated a significant extinc-
tion effect F= 122.67, df= J/6, P<.001). A comparison of 
the extinction . conditions by _the Scheffe tes.,.,; showed that the 
Cs drank more saccharine than the CSs, USs or Rs over the con-
secutive seven day period. The CSs consumed significantly 
more than the USs or Rs (F= 18,51, df= 3/60, P<.001). There 
was also a significant F statistic for the number of extinc-
tion trials effect (F= 18.06, df= 2/60, P~.OO1). The Sche£fe 
comparison of these three para.mciters ind _ica ted that overall 
_the subjects that had 10 extinction trials .consumed more sac-
charine ·than the subjects that wer0 .administered five -extinc-
tion trials. Both of these groups ·drank more than the sub-
jects having received a single extinction trial (F= 12.34, 
-df= · 2/60, P<.001). The interac~icn of exti~ction conditions 
by trials was also signi:fir;ort and ·of interest { F== 5, 70, d.f= 
6/60 . P<. 001),. 
The Scheff e metho d ··ti£r •i;:omp · i~ · · · the se groups showed 
-..,~J,?t~, . i ,, u~:r . . 
•. ·&\ .,. . . .r ~- r:r ~-
that . Cl and c5 were equated .on' the amount of saccharine con-
sumed over the entire -test phase. However, c10 drank a 
greater amount than either .c1 or c5. Since none of -these 
~roups were ·made contingently ill during the acquisition 
phase i.e. saccharine and LiCl were never paired, the in-
.1 
creas~d c10 intake may simply be a function of age and weight. 
The Cs irrespective of number of extinction trials consumed 
more saccharine th~n any of the Cs. These results indicate 
that the non-contingent LiCl injections administered to the 
Cs as a sensi.tizat .•ion control ·for illness pe~s. se. confirm 
the necessity for saccharino-LiCl pairing in order to esta-
-blish an aversion to the saccharine. These results, fur-
thermore, would seem to -suggest that full recovery from 
conditioned aversion does not occur at least with the para-
meters employed in this investigation. Consistent with 
those findings described for the singl~ test of recovery, 
cs10 consume no more saccharine than cs5 but significantly 
more than all other groups with the exception of . the Cs 
noted above. Of particular interest · is the fact that us5 
consumes as much s~ccharinc as us10 ,~d both consume s igni -
f'ican1lY more saccharine th~n us1 , cs1 and all Rs. These 
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results would tend to cQnfirln en extinction procedure-test 
phase interaction. R~~d h~~~~~ingent injections of 
LiCl followed by sac~rine in a water-saccharine choice 
, .. ~ ~·-:-~.r:. 
situation has a beneficial effect on recovery from the a.-
version. Finally, there are no differences between R1 , R5 
and R10 nor between these groups anJ cs 1 or us 1• 
The ANOVA indicated a significant sessions (test days) 
effect (F= 25.00, df= 6/360, P<.001) which after further 
analysis using the Scheffe test showed an increase in sac-
charine consumption over the seven day test phase (F= 37.02, 
df'= 6/360, P<.001). The sessions by extinction condition 
interaction was also aignificar1t (F= Jo75, df= 18/360, P< 
i .001) but is not of particular interest because the minimal 
\amount·~ consumed by cs 1 , us 1 · and R1 depresses the other CS' s, 
US0 s and R's to such an. extent as to make a comparison of 
the experilllental groups meaningless~ The sessions by 
trials interaction was not significant (F= lc25, df= 12/360, 
n.s.) but is of no in.,Gerest to -this investigation in any 
case. Finally there was a significant three way interaction, 
sessions by extinct:to:n cond_i tion by number of extinction 
trials (F= 2 . 25 , df= 36/360, P<eOl). The interpreta t ion of 
this in teracti on can be gleaned .from .F'igures 1-7 a It is ob-
71 
vious that c10 drank an equal amount ot saccharine on each 
ot the seven test days. - · Also they dt-ank more than · either· 
Ci or c5-probably as a !unction of being at least 10 days 
older and thus heavier. Of greater interest is the fact 
that cs5 and cs10 are significantly recovered from their 
aversion to saccharine at the outse~ of the test phase. 
/ 
This is not the case for the US s and Rs that had received 
five or 10 extinction trials. cs1 recovers during the test 
phase but at the same rate as us1• However, cs1 never re-
covers to the level of CS 5 or cs10• These .figures also in•· 
dicate, as noted above, that the rate of recovery for us5 
and us10 appears to be potentiated by the non-contingent 
LiCl injections relative to the Rs which received no ex-
tinction treatment. 
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DISCUSSION 
Interpretation of Acquisition Results 
The results depicting the amount of saccharine consumed 
/ 
I 
by the three control groups on each of the three acquisitim1 
tiessions indicates an initial neophobia for ·the saccharine~ 
On the second and third acquisition trials, the C's signifi-
cantly increased their ingestion of saccharine (refer to the 
acquisition data of Table 2). Theae results are consistent 
with those raported by Nachman and Jones (1974 ) who in·t~r-
pret the initial avoidance as supportive of the learned safe-
ty hypothesise That is, the rats restrict their intake of 
saccharine until the consequences of ingestion become obvious . 
Wh~n no illness occurs the rats increase their consumption of 
the novel food. · 
In sharp contras1 -; to th~ ingestion pattern exhibited. by 
the C 'a th.e experimental subjects significantly d,eicrease 
their saccharine consumption on the sGcond and third ac qui-
sition trials {They do ev:5.donc~ a noopho bia for th E: novf.:-1 
solution on the firat: trial , hcwev~r) ~ 
•~<+ • 'f ~,_~ t; , ~ii ..• 
The decreased cBtlsumption of~s~charine by groups CS, 
US and Ron sessions two and three is consistent with the 
results from the classical conditioning literature on unpre-
pared learning and was expected because they were inject~d 
with LiCl after they drank saccharine. 
In the literature relating to ~he acquisition of a cla.s-
1 
sically conditioned response two points are consistently 0on -
fi1'med. First, before a CS can elicit a CR the CS must be · 
repe.t.tedly paired with the US. Second t not . only must there 
be repeated pairings of the CS and US; they must be prese-nted 
contiguously. 
Although the data of this study do~s not provide ~vi-
-dence th2.t is relevant to the equal associability of stim-
uli, the results are important to a discussion of the delay 
of reinforcement gradient. donc~lusions based on classical 
conditioning of unprepared learning lead to the prediction 
that conditioning would not occur where LiCl followed the 
saccharine because the I SI was two hours long~ Hull (1952), 
Whii;e and Schlosberg (1952) • and Gorme:i-,ano and Moore In 
Marx (ed.), 1969 have determined that the optimal ISI for· 
most respon se systems is 500 moec. Noble ;;ind Adli1.ms {1963) 
and Notter-man~ Schoenfeld. and Bersh (1952) have described 
?5 
~
f,/•'fi: . 
'l.a•r.J-.., 
long ISI as 4,000 msee. ll.!1d ;-t>oo mcec . r~sr,ectively. Yom1.g 
(19.58) was unable t ~ .. ~i~~~~ca.l conditioned pu-
pilla.ry response with a 15 , 000 mse:c. ISI , 
The long delay ~f reinforc~ .':tlent ( two hours) used in 
this study clearly indicates that at the very least the pa-· 
ramete.rs tha.t apply to the a.cquisi.tipn o.f unprepared respons-
/ 
ea do not ~.pply to prepe.red learning. 1rhis fact together 
with data reported elsewhere indicating that specific asso-
ciations are esta.blished in prepar~d learning (Garcia & Koel-
lingF 1967 and Kalat & Rozin, 1971) provide efficient evi-
denc~ ·to question mor'9 than the range of !SI . · 
Kalat ~-~d Rozin (1971) propose to tre:-.t prepared learn-
ing as a. biological characteristic of some snecles , which. is 
subject to natural selection lii.!7d therefore adaptative. Pre-
par~d learning indicates the p:r·esen.ce of special neural 
mechanisms which havei developed because of important environ-
mental proble,ms (e. g. obtaining adequate foods). The same 
-mechanie:,11rn in.volved in the acquisition of unprepared respons-
es are ·probably involved in taste aversion learning, too. 
But, some stimuli ~.re :far more · S,j,lient -than others. This 
may me~.n -'ch.l.t specific neural circuits and pathways associa-
ted with these stimuli and th~ir poten:tial consequence he.Ve 
I, ., 
~ lower threshold of excitaoliity and a tendency , ~cquired 
through natural sele-M\ Y to"'"~~· 1active for a long per-
iod of -ti.me when al)tiv~.ted by relevant afferents. A com-
plete discussion of the CS, US a.nd R extinction results is 
of :particular importance for an · analysis of conditioned 
taste aversion relative to prep,1.red a.nd tmprepared learning. 
• I 
I 
The results from clRssical conditioning unprepared stu-
dies predici;s that the CS procedure will be the only effec-
tive extinction tech.~ique. Every signific~nt investigation 
involving prep--.red or unprepar~·d learning indicates the su-
periority of this method.. This · is true of all · response sys-
tems across ~.11 species (Razran, 19.39 J Garci:i1., Erwin & Koel-
ling\ 1966; Grote & Brownr- 1973). When the response . is an 
appetitive on~ th~ extjnction is u~~ally completeu However~ 
when an avol druwe respons~ is cl.;..ssically conditioned unpre-
pared extinction is often .only partial, Solomon and Wynne 
(19.54) have reasoned th.at incomplete ~xtir1ction of avoidance 
respons~~ may _b~! due to response conserv~:tion and partial 
irreversibility ~ R~spon.se conservation refers to the infer-
red state of anxie ty th:-;1:t ls at!Bf.mrned to result. from the pre-
sentation of th e ~.v(';rsiv e CS. As 'the aversive conditioning 
progresses, the su.bjectsi latency to emit th e conditioned 
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avoidance response del'ofg;ff&a. Th, t lri:tency to respond is 
also short on most extinction t•rial:a suggesting that the 
fear component may not be available to extinguish. When 
the latency to respond following the CS presentation is 
long, as it is on some trials, ·fear is assumed to be pre-
sent from the behavior of the subject and is reduced by 
' I 
avoiding. This inferred process is offered by Solomon 
and Wynne to account for the persistant responding in the 
absence of the us. Blocking which forces the subject to 
experi~nce both the external CS and the inferred fear does 
result in extinction (Schiffi Smith & Prochaskar 1972) and 
supports the analysis of response conservation. Bolles 
(1970) has concluded th2.t all a.voidance lea.ming is of the 
prepared variety thus, Solomon and ~ynne's (1954) analysis 
has some relevance to the results reported he:re. 
The cl..i.ssic.i.l conditioning unprepared literature is 
also consistent relative to the decay of the association 
established in avoidance learning~ Marx (1969) reporta 
th~t the evidence always supports the sup~riority of re-
peated CS presentations ov~r forgetting (tr~ce decay as a 
functio n of disuse)~ Furthermore , Skinner (1960) has 
dr.;imatic~.lly shovm the s-tabili ty of aesocia tions over lt)ng 
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periods. In a widely r~ad p~per, Skinner showed that a spe-
cific pecking respo~a~~~quired ~~lde a missile re5ined • 
... 
available to pigeons after a period of four years with no 
maintenance sessions following the ·acquisition of this re-
sponse. Thus, from the unprepared learning perspective the 
effect of the "retention" manipulati:on used in this atudy 
should have been minimal. This prediction contrasts with 
the analysis of adaptive behavior described by Kalat and 
Rozin (1971) and is contr~ry to the prediction ·that decay 
of the CS-US association would occur in this study. 
The results described earlier show that the CS s do 
not fully re coyer to the level of the CS>.. Recovery is sub-
stantial, however, and both of these facts are consistent 
with what is known about avoidance studies reported under 
the unprepared (Solomon & Wynne, 1954) and prepared cate-
gories (Garcia, Erwin & Koelling, 1966; Grote & Bro~n1,197J). 
An analysis of the pa1·ametric effects .of the 1, 5 and 10 ex•M 
tinction trials is also consistent with previously reported 
results in that a single CS presentation is ine,ffeotive. 
Five or 10 trial& were equally · el'"fectivc which is somewhat 
surprising given the extent of the ~version to the saccha-
rine (The test phase of Figures 5-7 lllustra.te these re-
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sults). 
The effectiv ene11~.,j+. l:~ ~~~bn procedure proved 
to be totally unsupportive of the hypothesis that condition-
The com-
plete absence of recovery for all subjects treated in the . 
retention man.'tler shows that the association between the nov-
' 
el taste cue and the subsequent stomach malaise does not 
deteriorate as a. function of disuse, a.t least this is not 
the case 20 days after the last acquisition trial. These 
results are fully supportive of the predictions based on 
the unprepare:d classical conditioning evidence (Marx, 1969; 
Skinnerr 1960). A test of the aversion after a retention 
interval considerably longer than 20 days might provide 
different results but this is mere speculation at this ti me. 
Finally, the parti.i.l recovery evidenced. at the end of the 
seven day test phase is not a _good measure of an extended 
disus~ per iod because dec ay was confounded with the CS ex-
tinction procedure since all r,~ta drank at least some sac-
ohari.ne -during the test phase . 
, The extinction procedure that uti liz es the rep eated 
presen tation of -the US alon~ (Li Cl) provide3 some inter e s t-
ing results that degerve space her~q The predictions about 
79 
the effectiveness of this procedure were drawn from re-
sults reported in the unprepared learning area. - Reynolds 
(1968) reports that the repeated presentation of the US 
alone after conditioning sensitizes the organism to the 
. . 
CS when it is presented again. A specific test of this 
prediction (Kimble, Mann and Dufort, 1955) supports · Reynolds' 
/ 
I 
generalization but data inconsistent with the Kimble et al. 
results have been reported (McAllister & McAllister, 1960). 
The prediction, relative to this study, was based on the 
sensitization data. It was expected th~t r~ts having been 
repeatedly and non-contingently injected with LiCl would, 
on the subsequ~n~ test of the CS ~v~rsion show a persistent 
. 
avoidance of the saccharine. · In contra.st Kalat and Rozin 
In Seligman & Hager, 1972 have reasoned that a procedure 
that indicates to the rat that the saccharine did not pro-
. . 
duce the stomach malaise will enhance recovery by producing 
cognitions inconsistent with the saccharine-illness attribu-
tion, Since repeated illness resulting from the non-con-
..... 
tingent US, injections provides information indicating that 
the initial novel stimulus-illnes s r~lationship was non-
caus3.l this procedure served as a. te st of -Ka.lat ~.nd Rozin .. s 
hyp:::th~sls that conditioned taste .version is a cognitive 
Bo 
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form of learning, A and Rozin 
reported in Seligman ~~ .... H,~~~ ·(~2.}::p'7ovide s the only · 
~t/'il,\~. · .· !-.~;~. tjt. 
~ 
other data that reflects on this point. These results 
were unsupportive of a cognitive in~erpretation of taste 
avoidance learning. 
Although cs5 ·and cs10 were more effective extinction 
' procedures than US extinction, a c1u,·ck of Figures J and 4 
provides some evidence that the US procedure was at least 
partially effective. us5 and us10 did consume ~ignificantly 
more saccharine than cs1 , us1 and all R's. since it did 
result -in significantly more saccharine consumption rela-
tive to RS and R10 one might conclude that repea~ed stomach 
malaise not associated .with the CS after con~itioning tends 
to facilitate recovery from the conditioned avoidance when 
the CS is later P!esented. As an al ternatiite to the possi-
bility that US presentations enhance CR decremen·t (and 
entinction) ~s the McAllisters' suggest, Kalat . and Rozin's 
cognitive learning hypothesis can presently incorporate 
the results of this study. Data that support Kalat and 
Roz in• s thesis are not in agreement wi-t.h. unprepa~ed ·team- . 
ing analysis. Unprepared learning theorists do not· make 
referen ce to cognitions but rely on more "primi tive •" 
~1'-t,1.~Y:: -~ 
. ~ ~ 
.. .~ ;,--rei.s. 
learning mechanisms consistert~~ji:t h unprepared learning · 
. ,. 
absence of saccharine a~~~r sacch~~ had been previously 
~ ~ • ~ • 1 :· .. : 
paired with LiCl an opportunity may ~xist for the rat to 
conclude that it could have been the case that the sac-
charine did not cause the illness. The first test of this 
/ 
cognition occurs when the rat is pres ·ented the saccharine 
solution on the first test day. Since the rat does not 
become ill subsequent to this test trial the cognition is 
confirmed and recovery (extinction) is expedited. 
The results based on the CS 2.nd R procedures fully sup-
~ 
port the conclusion that the extinction of a conditioned 
' taste aversion parallels the elimina·tion of an unprepared 
response. However, the US data ·do not appear to support the 
general finding that us ·prese~tations after · conditioning en-
hances the aversion to the CS when it is subsequently rein- · 
troduced · (Kimble et. al •• 19.55). There is some evidence tor 
CR decrement following this procedure, however (McAllister 
& McAllister, 1960) and should further investigations cor-
·-
ro borate the latter findings the US results of this study 
might ·· a.lso be incorporated into the unprepared learning 
ca tegory. 
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APPENDIX A 
.. 
. 
Analysis of Variance of the ·Amount·of Saccharine Consumed 
on the Three Acquisition Trials f?r All Groups of Rats. 
Source Sums of df Mean Squares Squares 
Total 3.513 · 215 
Bet\'teen Ss 2.069 71 
F 
Extinction Cond. 1.678 3 ·0.559 96~414* 
Trials 0,008 2 0.004 <l 
EC X Trials 0 • 031,. 6 0.006 <l 
Error b 0.349 60 0.006 
Within Ss 1.444 . 144-
Sessions 0.261 2 0 .,1:31 36. 278 * 
Sessions X EC 0.704 ' 6 * 0.117 J2., .58J 
Sessions X Trials 0.003 4 . 0, 001 <l 
Sessions X EC 0.03.5 12 Oe003 <l X Trials 
Error w o.439 120 0.004 
* P~~OOl 
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APPENDIX B . 
Analysis of Variance of the Amount of Saccharine Consumed 
on the Seven Test Trials for All Groups of Rats. 
/ 
- -
. 
-
Source Sums of df Mea.'"1 F Squar~s Squares 
Total 19.141 503 
Between Ss 16 .. 45? 71 
Extinction Cond. 12014.3 3 4.048 122.667 * 
Trials 1,191 2 0.596 18.061 * 
EC X Trials 1.126 6 0.188 5.697 * 
Error b ls997 60 0.033 
Within Ss 432 
Sessions 0.604 6 0.100 25,000 * 
Sessions X EC Oo26J 18 * 0.015 3.750 
Sessions X Trials 0 .. 063 12 0.005 1('250 
Sessions X EC 0.316 36 ** X Trials 0.009 2.250 
Error w ·1.438 J60 0.004 
* ·P<.001 
** P<.01 
B5 
APPENDIX C 
I 
/ 
Analys.i.s c.f Variance of the Amount of Saccharine Consumed 
on the! First Test Trial for All Groups of Rats. 
--------------------
Source 
Total 
Ex-tinct5.on Cond. 
Trials 
}i'f" 
.J;J x Trials 
Error 
--· -------..--
J..lJ.. P • s<.,001 
Sums of 
Squares 
2.120 
OG116 
0.269 
0.29.3 
df 
71 
J 
2 
6 
60 
Mean 
Squares 
0.707 
0.0.58 
0.045 
0~005 
11.n. 400 
11¥600 
9~000 
--------..c--
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